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August Math Problem Set: Subtraction of Numbers with Multiple Digits 

(Grades 1, 2, & 3) 

 

1) Yesterday, I wrote 76 sentences of my essay, which needs to be 100 lines. If 

I want to finish the essay today, how many sentences should I write today? 

 

 

2) I ran 32 miles in gym class last year. This year, I ran 17 miles in gym. How 

many more miles did I run this year? 

 

 

3) Adam picked the greatest two-digit number and Bob picked the smallest 

two-digit number. Chris subtracted the two numbers and David subtracted 

1 from this number and wrote the difference down. What number did 

David write? 

 

 

4) A man owns 32 pets. He gives 18 to his friend. Now how many pets does he 

have? 

 

 

5) A boy went to school for 167 days in one year and 182 days in the next 

year. How many more days did he spend in school in the second year than 

in the first year? 
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6) Mary is twelve years younger than her twin brothers Mark and Marc. Mark 

is 31 years old. What is the sum of the ages of the three siblings? 

 

 

 

7) Adam picked the greatest three-digit number and Bob picked the smallest 

three-digit number. Chris subtracted the two numbers and David 

subtracted 11 from this number and wrote the difference down. What 

number did David write? 

 

 

 

 

8) This year 45 people participated in a math competition, including the 17 

people who participated in the competition last year. Assuming each 

participant received a participation certificate the first time he or she 

participated, how many certificates were passed out this year?  

 

 

 

9) On a test, the maximum possible score was 50 and the minimum possible 

score was 1. All scores were whole numbers and each student in a class of 

50 received a different score. What is the difference between the highest 

and lowest score? 

 

 

10) A palindrome is a number that reads the same forwards and 

backwards. Jack picked the smallest two digit palindrome and Jill picked the 

largest two digit palindrome. They subtracted the smaller number from the 
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larger number and called the difference K. Humpty added a one-digit 

number to K and made a palindrome. What did Humpty add to the 

number? 


